
The Baez Law Firm’s Official Statement Regarding the Casey Anthony Evidence 

Every year or so, some show or article tries to use a marketing ploy by claiming to have discovered new 

evidence in the Casey Anthony case. The recent A & E show using failed OJ Simpson prosecutor Marcia 

Clark is no exception.  The so called, "new evidence," was discussed back in 2012, after my book 

Presumed Guilty for the first time revealed the "fool-proof suffocation" searches to a suicide related 

website yet Ms. Clark claims that this is new evidence and that my reveal is inaccurate. Another stated 

falsehood is that there was some untraceable copy of the hard drive that was given to some amateur 

sleuth six years ago while the fact is I have the only copy of the hard drive and it was utilized through the 

proper chain of custody.  I had two of the finest computer experts in the world review my findings.  I 

urged the public that computer evidence can be manipulated in a series of ways, we proved this in Ms. 

Anthony's trial when we completely debunked the prosecution’s alleged "84 searches for chloroform," 

which in fact turned out to be 84 visits to "My Space."   

I have read that the claim is being made that cell phone pings place George Anthony at work which is 

false.  Law enforcement only asked for the cell tower information for July 2008, not June 16th, 2008, as 

would be required to make such a claim.  It was a major point of contention during the trial, perhaps A & 

E or Marcia Clark should have watched the trial before making such obviously false assertions.  Even if 

one chooses to ignore the obvious evidence as to why these not so new revelations are not true, one is 

then faced with the undeniable fact that someone was on the computer in the Anthony home almost on 

a continuous basis.  If you make the assertion that it was Ms. Anthony, then she could not have left the 

home as testified by George Anthony.  The marketing geniuses and failed O.J. Simpson prosecutor did 

not think this one through and neither does the media reporting it as fact.   


